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On June 18, 2015, Russian energy giant Gazprom together with three major European 
companies (Germany’s E.On, British–Dutch Royal Dutch Shell and Austria’s OMV) 
announced they had signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to expand 
the Nord Stream pipeline, carrying natural gas from the Russian town of Vyborg 
to the German Greifswald in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern. If the planned extension 
of further 55 billion cubic meters per year (bcmy) will be realized, Nord Stream 
1–4 will have a total capacity of 110 bcmy, enough to cover roughly 75 percent of 
the current Russian natural gas export to the European Union. The extended Nord 
Stream, together with the planned Turkish Stream will re-route Russian natural gas 
exports to Europe in order to circumvent Ukraine, which will significantly decrease 
of the leverage of Kyiv vis-à-vis Russia, accomplishing one longstanding goal of the 
Kremlin.

Economic RationalE

According to the 2014 official data from Gazprom, the company exported 
146.6 bcm natural gas to the European markets (this also includes Turkey 
with an annual import quantity of 27.33 bcm). 90.56 bcm was exported to 

the “old” Member States of the European Union (Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, the UK plus Switzerland, which is not 
an EU MS), while 28.7 bcm was sold to the Eastern Member States plus several 
Balkan countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Hungary, 
Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia). Gazprom’s exports 
to Europe fell by nine percent (15 bcm) from 2013 to 2014: partly because of the 
renewable revolution in the EU, and partly because of the abundant and cheap 
supply of coal on the world market. Natural gas is mainly used for power generation 
and heating in the European Union, and several of the gas-fueled power plants can 
also run on U.S., Australian and Colombian coal at a more competitive price, albeit 
in a more polluting way.

At this time, Gazprom delivers natural gas on three major routes, and the current 
capacity by far exceeds European demand. The first two threads of Nord Stream 
have the capacity of 55 bcmy, Yamal–Europe (running from the Yamal Peninsula in 
the Arctic via Belarus and Poland to Germany) has a capacity of 32.9 bcmy, while 
the Ukrainian gas transit capacity, according to the TSO Naftogas Ukrainii is 142.1 
bcmy, providing a combined capacity of 229 bcmy. As Russia is exporting 146.6 
bcm to Europe, even the current gas transportation system (GTS) is far than enough 
to meet the demands. Further extension plans (another 55 bcmy at Nord Stream 
3 and 4, together with Turkish Stream with a planned capacity of approximately 65 
bcmy) are definitely not needed at this time, only if Moscow plans to shut down 
the Ukrainian transit, as announced by Russian President Vladimir Putin on his late 
2014 visit to Turkey. According to Aleksandr Medvedev, Deputy CEO of Gazprom the 

http://www.gazpromexport.ru/en/statistics/
http://www.gazprom.com/about/production/projects/pipelines/yamal-evropa/
http://www.naftogaz.com/www/3/nakweben.nsf/0/3375A8575C8884D0C22571010035B9D2
http://rt.com/business/228827-gazprom-exports-europe-investors/
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company plans to increase its European exports to 160 bcmy, which is still more 
than manageable with the current infrastructure.

Energy experts, including those from the International Energy Agency and the 
European Commission’s Directorate General for Energy predict a rise in European 
natural gas demand though. Main reasons include de-carbonization, as natural gas 
is cleaner than coal, which can help the European Union to reduce its greenhouse 
gas emissions. Furthermore, the repercussions of the tragic accident in Fukushima, 
Japan made several governments reconsider their nuclear plans, which also 
highlights the importance of alternative but clean(er) sources of energy.

Europe has been talking about source diversification for years now, but without 
any tangible result. The Southern Gas Corridor, which is seen as the major tool to 
break Russian dominance in gas supplies coming from the East did not gain any 
momentum recently, and Western plans to acquire natural gas from the Caspian 
Basin and Central Asia have failed except for the TAP–TANAP pipelines, and access 
to the Azeri Shah-Deniz II field. However, the planned approximately 16 bcmy 
capacity of the TAP–TANAP will clearly not be enough to make a major difference on 
the European gas market, which is about 500 bcm a year. Talks about the possible 
extension of TAP and TANAP are also proceeding at a pace, however the same 
problem exists here as with Nabucco: nobody knows where the so much needed 
gas will come from.

Europe has to face a delicate challenge: while it wants to reduce its reliance on 
Russian natural gas supplies, its own domestic production is steadily decreasing, 
highlighting the importance of Russian exports. This leads to the paradox situation 
where even the absolute volumes of imported Russian gas are decreasing, Europe’s 
exposure and vulnerability to Russian supplies are growing.

Energy experts in Europe are increasingly looking at alternative sources, which 
include Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) from Australia, Qatar, and possibly from the 
United States as well. But Europe faces a global competition here, and Far-Eastern 
consumers are currently paying a higher price for LNG – even after the oil-indexed 
prices fell sharply in late 2014 and early 2015. Furthermore, significant and costly 
infrastructural developments are still needed until LNG can pose a real alternative 
to Russian pipeline gas on the European market.

moscow’s Plans to ByPass UkRainE

Apart from the economic concerns highlighted in the previous section, there 
is also a political dimension, which culminates in the current Ukrainian crisis, 
and the reactions of the European Union to the Russian moves intended to 

destabilize Ukraine.

http://www.rferl.org/content/energy-pipelines-turkmenistan-former-soviet-europe/26974648.html
http://www.rferl.org/content/energy-pipelines-turkmenistan-former-soviet-europe/26974648.html
https://www.oxfordprinceton.com/news/latest-news/338-should-natural-gas-prices-in-europe-and-asia-be-de-linked-from-oil.html
https://www.oxfordprinceton.com/news/latest-news/338-should-natural-gas-prices-in-europe-and-asia-be-de-linked-from-oil.html
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Circumventing Ukraine has been a longstanding goal of the Kremlin. Kyiv holds 
a pivotal role in Russian natural gas exports to the European markets, as about half 
of the Russian exports to Europe (about 82.1 bcm in 2013) is going through Ukraine. 
Kyiv wants to retain its role as the major transit country, because it provides leverage 
vis-à-vis Moscow at least in two fields. First, in the case of a supply cutoff in Ukraine 
for various reasons (see the “gas wars” of 2006 and 2009) Naftogaz Ukrainii can 
decide to withhold Russian transit volumes, inflicting losses on Gazprom, which 
draws most of its income from European exports. Second, transit charges Ukraine 
levies on Russian gas constitute one of the few remaining stable sources of income 
for the central government in Kyiv.

Keeping the Russian gas flowing through Ukraine is therefore of utmost 
importance of Kyiv. Moscow, however, has done its best to discredit Naftogaz 
Ukrainii and depict it as an unreliable partner. In the gas wars, Gazprom blamed 
its Ukrainian partner for withholding transit volumes, resulting in a gas shortage 
in Central Europe. Ironically, these Russian steps initiated the debate on the 
importance of energy security in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE), leading to the 
building of various interconnectors, beefing up storage capacity and upgrading 
existing pipelines to be capable of reverse flow, thereby allowing natural gas travel 
all the way in the region. These developments may later allow CEE countries to 
break free of Russian energy influence, provided that there will be new entry points 
to the regional market (like the proposed LNG-terminals in Świnoujście, Poland or 
Krk, Croatia).

Depicting Kyiv as an unreliable transit partner initiated several projects both 
from the European and the Russian side. The most notable were the Western-
sponsored Nabucco, and the Russian South Stream, just to name a few. Much of 
this debate was based on a false premise from the start though, as every actor 
– willingly or unwillingly – accepted the Russian-induced idea that Ukraine has 
to be circumvented. Talks were (and are) therefore about how to re-route Russian 
gas to get rid of the Ukraine-problem. The only project that was meant to involve 
non-Russian gas was Nabucco, but one of the reasons this initiative failed was 
the apparent lack of gas supplies to be transported in the pipe. Promises about 
tapping the vast Iranian and Turkmen fields were never fulfilled, which also lead to 
the demise of the project.

It has to be noted, that current diversification plans (including Turkish Stream 
with a possible extension via Greece, Eastring, Tesla and Nord Stream 3–4) do not 
fully add to European energy security, as these are only attempts to re-route the 
existing volumes of Russian gas. Europe keeps asking the wrong question over 
and over again, as source diversification (reaching out for Central Asia, the Caspian 
Basin, Iran or Iraq) remains a significant challenge. Europe cannot act effectively to 
engage these countries, no matter how the European Commission keeps courting 
the regimes in Baku, Tehran or Ashgabat. There are hopes though, that at the end of 
the current nuclear talks with Iran will enable Tehran to ship natural gas to Europe, 
and open up the Caspian for new business opportunities.

http://www.clingendaelenergy.com/files.cfm?event=files.download&ui=9C1DEEC1-5254-00CF-FD03186604989704
http://www.clingendaelenergy.com/files.cfm?event=files.download&ui=9C1DEEC1-5254-00CF-FD03186604989704
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BREaking thE Ranks of thE EU?

In reaction to the Ukrainian crisis, the Council of the European Union established 
sanctions against various Russian businesses and individuals. EU Member 
States were widely divided on this issue: many countries with real or perceived 

Russian sympathies (notably Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Hungary and Slovakia) opposed 
severe sanctions, while more anti-Russian Member States, like Great Britain, Poland 
or the Baltic states were pushing for more action. European Commission chief 
Jean-Claude Juncker and European Council President Donald Tusk were investing 
significant amounts of their political capital to keep the bloc united on the sanctions, 
and so far their efforts were effective.

It is without doubt that sanctions not only hurt Russia, but harm the European 
economies as well. According to the first estimates, the EU was to lose 40 billion 
euros in 2014 (the first year of the sanctions) and 50 billion euros in 2015 – 0.4 
percent of the combined EU GDP. EU Member States also have vital economic 
interests in Russia, as German trade with Russia extended 75 billion euros (it 
is estimated that 350,000 German jobs depend on the trade with Russia), the 
Netherlands 37 billion euros, Italy 30 billion euros and Poland 26 billion euros. 
Therefore we can assume that European companies are not so keen on EU 
sanctions, as politicians are.

Perceived Russian influence within the EU is a major source of concern for both 
the European Council and many Member States. Any European leader who met 
Vladimir Putin recently – outside the Minsk peace talks or the Normandy format – 
was considered as a traitor of the European front against Russia. Hungarian Prime 
Minister Viktor Orbán had to face severe criticism from both the international press 
and his fellow heads of state and government when he received Mr. Putin for bilateral 
talks in Budapest earlier this year. Not much later, Italian Prime Minister Matteo 
Renzi encountered the same outcry when he visited Mr. Putin in Moscow, not to 
mention Slovakian Prime Minister Robert Fico and Greek Prime Minister Aleksis 
Tsipras.

Dealing with Russia officially was then regarded almost as the betrayal of the 
Western Bloc, which is still at odds with Moscow because of the crisis in Ukraine. 
It is also well known, that the Kremlin is doing everything it can to undermine 
European solidarity, ranging from preferential inter-governmental deals through 
lucrative businesses to covertly sponsoring radical, anti-establishment parties in 
several EU Member States.

The MoU which was signed in St. Petersburg involves two leading powers of the 
EU, Germany (through E.On) and Great Britain (via Shell). A long-time but usually 
silent Russian ally Austria is also part of the pact. Obviously, the enlarged Nord 
Stream would provide excellent business opportunities for the countries concerned: 

https://euobserver.com/economic/125118
http://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_who_pays_for_the_sanctions_on_russia372
http://www.ecfr.eu/article/commentary_who_pays_for_the_sanctions_on_russia372
http://marketrealist.com/2015/03/russian-sanctions-affect-germanys-trade-europe-outperforms-us/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2015/06/21/are-european-companies-ignoring-e-u-sanctions-on-russia/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2015/06/21/are-european-companies-ignoring-e-u-sanctions-on-russia/
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/02/17/uk-hungary-putin-idUKKBN0LL1XP20150217
http://uk.reuters.com/article/2015/02/17/uk-hungary-putin-idUKKBN0LL1XP20150217
http://www.cnbc.com/id/102483086
http://praguepost.com/eu-news/48070-fico-to-return-to-moscow-to-meet-putin-medvedev
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/09/world/europe/putin-russia-alexis-tsipras-greece-financial-crisis.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/04/09/world/europe/putin-russia-alexis-tsipras-greece-financial-crisis.html?_r=0
http://www.dw.com/en/europeans-return-to-business-in-st-petersburg/a-18525863
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E.On and Shell would reinforce their already leading role on the European gas market 
(which is important for them as the realization of the European Commission’s 
flagship initiative, the Energy Union is gathering momentum), while Austria’ OMV 
could secure its leading position on the Central European gas market with its gas 
hub in Baumgarten, at the same time cutting under the nowadays significant transit 
role of Slovakia, and the economic viability of the Hungarian underground gas 
storage capacity.

imPlications foR cEntRal EURoPE

Extension of the Nord Stream would have detrimental effects for Central Europe: 
on the one hand, all of the current transit capacity of the CEE countries would 
be rendered unnecessary. The complete Ukrainian GTS, together with the 

Slovakian route would become useless. Combined imports of Slovakia, the Czech 
Republic, Hungary, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Romania, just to name the EU 
Member States amounted only to 17.642 bcm in 2014, which clearly does not justify 
the existence of a dedicated major pipeline. Of these countries, Slovakia would be 
hit the most, as the Bratislava government earned about 300 million euros from the 
transit charges in 2014. Ukraine would definitely lose its transit position, and hence 
its leverage vis-à-vis Russia would be greatly reduced, and the incomes of the Kyiv 
government would also suffer heavy losses.

Another important factor is that the CEE countries would become end users 
rather than transit countries. This would have significant effect on their gas markets, 
prices would be most likely to be negotiated at OMV’s Baumgarten hub, as there 
would be no alternative. Cheap Russian gas shipped through the Nord Stream via 
Germany and Austria would also question the economic viability of the North–
South gas corridor, as well as the feasibility of the Krk LNG-terminal in Croatia, 
thereby undermining the current diversification efforts also aided by European 
Union funding.

As for Hungary, if we become an end user rather than a transit country, all of 
the efforts which were put into building the underground gas storage infrastructure 
would be in vain, as gas would be routed to the North, leaving no significant transit 
volumes. Hungary’s role as a gas distributor, which was repeatedly set as a goal by 
different Hungarian governments would not be realized. With the promised Russian 
cutoff of the Ukrainian gas transit after 2019, Hungary (and indeed many more 
countries in the region) would be left with only one opportunity: to buy natural gas 
from Austria, through OMV, which would conserve the same exposure to Russian 
gas supplies, albeit with different middlemen in midstream.

There is a chance of course that the current MoU will not result in an actual 
pipeline under the Baltic Sea. It is well known that economic sanctions severely hit 
Russia, and Gazprom is also struggling to keep its profitability. Russian gas fields are 

http://www.gazpromexport.ru/en/statistics/
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aging, but Gazprom desperately needs Western technology to its new discoveries 
on- and offshore. It is no wonder that many other Western energy companies were 
present in St. Petersburg, including BP and Total, who have significant experience in 
field exploration and offshore drilling. Gazprom desperately needs now exploration 
and lots of investment in order to fulfill its contract with China, which will become a 
major buyer of Russian gas according to the intergovernmental agreement which 
was signed recently on the issue. With its budget bleeding and its obligations to 
fulfill the contracts, Gazprom may not even be able to finance its part of the Nord 
Stream extension, which can also explain why Mr. Putin ordered Gazprom to start 
negotiations on using the Ukrainian GTS even after 2019.

We can also presume that the current move – like South Stream – is one of the 
many deceiving steps of the Kremlin, which attempts to drive a wedge between 
different EU Member States in order to create mistrust and suspicion in Brussels 
and the different capitals. It is therefore of utmost importance to keep the EU front 
united, and not to let any of the Member States or its companies enter into separate 
deals with Russia, should we like to preserve the weight of the sanctions, and the 
credibility of the European Union. Europe will have to decide, whether business or 
principles are the more important. Based on the criticism several CEE countries got 
for talking to Putin, it should be principles winning at the end, however, we all know 
that besides the Brussels parlance there is no equality between Member States in 
the European Union.

http://en.interfax.com.ua/news/economic/274953.html

